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Abstract 
We provide new non-approximabili~ results for the restrictjons of the MIN VERTEX COVER 
problem to bounded-degree, sparse and dense graphs. We show that for a suthciently large 3, 
the recent 1.16 lower bound proved by H&ad (1997) extends with negligible loss to graphs 
with bounded degree B. Then, we consider sparse graphs with no dense components (i.e. 
everywhere sparse graphs), and we show a similar result but with a better trade-off between 
non-approximability and spars&y. Finally, we observe that the MIN VERTEX COVER problem re- 
mains APX-complete when restricted to dense graph and thus recent techniques developed for 
several MAX SNP problems restricted to “dense” instances introduced by Arora et al. (1995) 
cannot be applied. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Given the common belief that NP-hard optimization problems cannot be solved ex- 
actly in pol~omial time, much research has been devoted in the past 20 years to 
derive eflicient ~pp~o~irn~ti~n ~i~~rithrns, i.e. algorithms that deliver solutions whose 
value is guaranteed to be within some multiplicative factor from the optimum. 
In order to evaluate the performance guarantees of such approximation algorithms, 
it is important o understand how far we can go, i.e. to establish, for any approximable 
problem, which is the best approximation achievable in polynomial time. 
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Until 1991, only a very few non-approximability results were known. A turning point 
was the discovery, due to Feige et al. [14], that results about Probabilistic Checking 
of Proofs (PCP in short - this terminology has been introduced later by Arora and 
Safia [S]) for NP languages imply non-approximability results for the MAX CLIQUE 
problem. 
Roughly speaking, the key ingredient of a proof checking system for a language L 
is a probabilistic polynomial-time oracle Turing machine (commonly called ueri$er) 
which, given an instance x, efficiently checks the correctness of any “proof” 7~ (i.e. 
the oracle) for the “Theorem” x E L. Feige et al. established a rather surprising con- 
nection between the efficiency of the verifier for the language SAT and the hardness 
of approximating the MAX CLIQLE problem. Such a relation is sometimes called the 
FGLSS reduction after the names of its discoverers. 
Using this new approach, in a short while, a lot of increasingly strong non-approxim- 
ability results were given for several problems. The verifier developed by Arora 
et al. [4] yielded, for several constant-factor approximable problems (namely, all the 
MAX SNP-hard problems [30]), a lower bound on their approximability. Lund and 
Yannakakis successively gave other explicit lower bounds on the approximability of 
the MIN NODE COLORING and the MIN SET COVER problems. 
In the last three years the search for further non-approximability results has be- 
come a growing field of computational complexity theory, and too many results have 
been proved to be listed here; however, we can remark that two major sources of 
improvement have played a key role in virtually all the recent non-approximabiii~ 
results. 
On the one hand, there have been several improvements in the efficiency of veri- 
fiers and in the way of measuring such efficiency [7, 15,8,6,21,20]. This line of 
research is motivated by the fact that improvements in the efficiency imply stronger 
non-approximability results. The last achievement in this direction, due to Histad [20], 
has been a verifier for SAT implying that MAX CLIQUE is not n’-“-approximable for any 
E: > 0, unless co-RP = NP. 
On the other hand, much recent work has been devoted to improve the reductions 
from verifiers to optimization problems and those between problems themselves. Im- 
proved reductions yielded several recent breakthrough in approximability theory. For 
example, making use of Raz’s Parallel Repetition Theorem [31], and of the previ- 
ous reduction given by Lund and Yannakakis [27], Feige 1131 has recently shown a 
tight approximation lower bound for MIN SET COVER. Bellare et al. [6] use reduc- 
tions by “local replacement” (in the terminology of Garey and Johnson [ 181) to prove 
hardness results for the weighted versions of MAX ~-SAT and MAX CUT. Trevisan et 
al. [33] show that their local reduction for MAX ~-SAT cannot be improved and find 
stronger local reductions for MAX CUT and MAX DIRECTED CUT, thus giving improved 
non-approximability results for those problems. Crescenzi et al. [l I] give tight reduc- 
tions between the weighted and unweighted versions of MAX 3-SAG, MAX CUT, and 
MAX DIRECTED CUT, thus extending such non-approximab~ii~ results to the unweighted 
case. 
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This paper follows the latter approach to investigate the approximability of the MIN 
VERTEX COVER problem with density constraints. 
The MIN VERTEX COVER problem is a ~ndamental graph problem and was proved to 
be NP-hard in the original Karp’s paper [24]. It is known to be NP-hard even when 
restricted to graphs with bounded degree [ 171, and this gives a clear motivation in the 
study of its approximability in both the general and the restricted case. 
In the general case, a very simple Z-approximate algorithm has been known for 20 
years 1191, and no better approximation algorithm has been found until now. Slightly 
better approximation factors are achievable over bounded-degree graphs [28]. On the 
negative side, the MIN VERTEX COVER problem has been shown to be MAX SNP- 
hard even when restricted to graphs with maximum degree 3 by Papadimitriou and 
Yannakakis [30]. Their reduction is from MAX ~-SAT and uses explicit construction 
of expander graphs 1167. Combining this reduction, the non-approximabili~ results 
by H&tad [22] and the best known explicit construction of expanders [26], one can 
show that MIN VERTEX COVER is not (roughly) 1.0012-approximable on bounded-degree 
graphs. 
For the general MIN VERTEX COVER problem, H&tad [22] gives a i - t’ lower bound 
for any E >O by using a different echnique due to Bellare et al. 161, that is, reducing 
directly from the computation of a verifier with a somehow “complementary” version of 
the FLGSS reduction [141. However, this method does not apply when classes of graphs 
in which a fixed bound on the maximum degree or some other density constraints are 
considered. 
Since better approximation algorithms are known to exist for the bounded degree 
case, and since there is such a huge gap (i.e. 1.16 vs. 1.0012) between the lower 
bound for the general case and the lower bound for the bounded-degree case, one may 
be tempted to conjecture that, indeed, the bounded-degree v rsion is strictly easier to 
approximate. 
We provide a new characterization of the graphs resulting from the reduction from 
PCP verifiers to MIN VERTEX COVER [6] and we show that such graphs can be seen 
as the union of bipartite complete graphs. We then give a construction of a particular 
kind of expanders (denoted as switchers). This technical result permits us to “spars@?’ 
the bipartite complete graphs still preserving the connectivity property required by the 
reduction. This allows us to show the following hardness result for MIN VERTEX COVER 
over bounded-degree graphs by directly reducing from PCP verifiers: if P #NP then 
the MIN VERTEX COVER problem is not (i - e)-approximable ven when restricted to 
graphs with maximum degree O(l/$). 
Actually, our result is fairly more general. We show that any lower bound for MIN 
VERTEX COVER proved using current echniques can be extended with negligible loss to 
the bounded-degree case, and we provide a trade-off between the degree of the resulting 
graphs and the hardness result. 
It is worth noting that the best current non-approximability result for MAX ~-SAT is 
about 1.14 [22], while we can prove the MIN VERTEX COVER problem to be hard to 1.16- 
approximate over bounded-degree graphs. It should be then clear that our result cannot 
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be proved using a reduction from MAX ~-SAT (such as Papadimi~ou and Y~akakis’ 
reduction) and, consequently, it is necessary to follow our approach of reducing directly 
from the verifier computations. 
A better tradeoff can be achieved when a class of sparse graphs, slightly larger than 
that of bounded degree graphs, is considered. In particular, using a better (but proba- 
bilistic) construction of “sparse” switchers, we improve the above result for the class 
of everywhere sparse graphs, i.e. graphs in which the sparsity condition is satisfied by 
any induced subgraph (a formal definition will be given in Section 2): If NP # co-RI’, 
then the Mm VERTEX COVER problem is not (f - ~)-approximable even when restricted 
to everywhere O( I/c: log l/&)-sparse graphs. 
We also note that the reduction of Bellare et al. [6] can be slightly modified in order 
to show that the MIN VERTEX COVER problem is APX-complete even when restricted to 
dense graphs, and, in particular, to graphs with large minimum degree (thus, the “dense” 
restriction does not admit approximation schemes). This contrasts with the fact that 
several other graph problems (such as the MAX CUT problem) admit an approximation 
scheme when restricted to dense instances 131. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some preliminary 
definitions and some previous results, Section 3 is devoted to both the probabilistic 
and the deterministic onstructions of switchers. In Section 4, we use these graphs to 
derive the hardness results for MIN VERTEX COVER with density constraints. Finally, in 
Section 5, we discuss the consequences of our results for the degree of approximation 
of some other impo~ant optimization problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
Given a graph G = (V,E), the MIN VERTEX COVER problem is to find a cover C 
of G (i.e. a subset CC Y such that C contains at least one endpoint of any edge in 
E) whose size (i.e. /Cl) is as small as possible. As usual, we will use n and m to 
denote the size of V and the size of E, respectively. Fu~he~ore, given a vertex v E V, 
the degree of u will be denoted as d(v). We study the complexity of approximating 
the MIN VERTEX COVER problem as a function of the density of the input graphs. 
In particular, we will make use of the following definitions. 
(1) Bounded degree graphs. A B-bounded degree graph G = ( V, E) (B > 0) is a graph 
such that, for any u E V, d(v) < B. 
(2) Everywhere sparse graphs. An everywhere k-sparse graph G = (V;E) is a graph 
such that for any subset WC V, the graph induced by W has a number of edges 
which is not greater than kl WI. 
Given an instance x of an optimization problem and a feasible solution y of x, we 
let m(x, u) be the measure (or cost) of the solution. ’ We also denote by opt(x) the 
2 In the MN VERTEX COVER problem, instances are graphs and solutions are covers. 
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measure of an optimum solution. The performance ratio of y with respect to x is 
defined as 
R(x, y) = max 
{ 
4x, v) opt(x) 
opt(x>‘m(x, 1 
Note that the performance ratio is always a number no smaller than one, and is as 
close to one as the solution is close to the optimum. 
Definition 1 (Approximation algorithm). Let r > 1 be any real; a polynomial-time al- 
gorithm is said to be r-approximate for an optimization problem Il, if, for any instance 
x of IZ, it returns a solution y feasible for x whose performance ratio is not greater 
than r. 
Definition 2 (Approximation scheme). An algorithm is said to be an approximation 
scheme for an optimization problem I7, if, for any instance x of n and a rational 
r > 1, it returns a solution y feasible for x whose performance ratio is not greater than r. 
Furthermore, for any fixed r, the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the 
size of x. 
The class of optimization problems that admit an r-approximate algorithm for some 
r > 1 is denoted by APX, while the class of optimization problems that admit an 
approximation scheme is denoted by PTAS. It is possible to define PTAS-preserving 
reductions among APX problems and show natural completeness results [lo, 12,251. 
In particular, the MIN VERTEX COVER problem is APX-complete even when restricted 
to bounded-degree graphs [30,25]. 
In which follows, we summarize the main definitions from the theory of probabilis- 
tically checkable proofs and its connections with the MIN VERTEX COVER problem. Our 
exposition follows [6]. 
A verifier is an oracle probabilistic polynomial-time turing machine V. During its 
computation, V tosses random coins, reads its input and has oracle access to a string 
7~ called prooJ: In particular, let x be an input and a and R be two sequences of bits. 
If V accepts x when the sequence of outcomes of the random coins is R and the 
sequence of answers from the oracle is a, then we say that (x, R, a) is an accepting 
configuration for V. Let now 7~ be a proof. We denote by ACC[VK(x)] the probability 
over its random tosses that V accepts x using 71 as an oracle. We also denote by 
ACC[ V(x)] the maximum of ACC[ V”(x)] over all proofs rc. 
We are interested in several parameters that determine the efficiency of the proof 
checking. We follow the notations of [6]. 
Definition 3 (PCP parameters). Let L be a language, and let V be a verifier for L. 
Then we say that 
_ V uses r(n) random bits (where r : Z+ --+ Z+ is an integer function) if for any input 
x and for any proof 71, V tosses at most r(lxl) random coins; 
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_ V has query complexity q (where q is an integer) if for any instance x, any random 
string R, and any proof zr:, V reads at most q bits from rr; 
_ V has free bit co~zp~exjty f (where f is a real) if for any instance, x and any 
random string R, there are at most 2,/’ possible answers a such that (x,R,a) is an 
accepting configuration for V; 
_ V has soundness s (where s E [0, I] is a real) if for any x $!L, ACC[ V(x)] <s; 
~ I’ has completeness c (where c f [0, l] is a real) if for any x EL, ACC[ Y(x)] 3~. 
The free bit complexity has been introduced in [ 151. The other parameters are due 
to [5]. 
Definition 4 (PCP with few free bits). Let 15 be a language, let 0 <s <c < 1 be any 
constants, let f >O be a real, q be a positive integer and r : Z’ + Z+, then we say 
that L EI- FPCP,,[r, f, q] if a verifier V exists for L that uses 0(?-(n)) random bits, has 
query complexity q, free bit complexity .f, soundness s and completeness c. 
The following theorem shows that the existence of efficient verifiers for any NP 
problem implies a non-approximabili~ result for Mrh’ VERTEX COVER. A proof appeared 
in [6], however, we sketch it here for later reference. The proof is a composition of 
the FGLSS reduction with Karp’s reduction [24] from MAX INDEPENDENT SET to MIN 
VERTEX COVER. 
Theorem 5 (Non-approximabiIity of MIN VERTEX COVER, Bellare [6]). Let ELS a~~~~~e 
that NP 2 FPCPJlog, f, q]. Then, $0~. any E > 0, it is NP-hard to (1 - E + (c --s)/(2f - 
c))-approximate the MIN VERTEX COVER problem. 
Proof (sketch). Let x be an instance of the SAT problem, and let us consider the behav- 
ior of the verifier claimed in the theorem with input x and a proof x. Let r = 2°(‘ognf be 
the total (pol~omial) number of possible random sequences accessed by the verifier. 
For any of these sequences R, there are at most 2.f different accepting configurations 
(x,R, a). We say that two configurations (x, R, a) and (x, R’, a’) are consistent if a proof 
71 exists such that a (respectively, a’) is the set of answers received during the com- 
putation V’(x,R) (respectively, V”(x,R’)). We construct a graph G, with a node for 
each accepting configu~tions (adding dummy con~gurations, we make sure that there 
are exactly 2,fr nodes). Then we put an edge between u and v if and only if u and 
u are not consistent. It is possible to show (see [14]) that there is an independent set 
in G, with at least k nodes if and only if there exists a proof for x that makes the 
verifier accept at least k times over r (i.e. with probability k/r). Observe that a graph 
G, with II nodes has an independent set with k nodes if and only if it has a vertex 
cover with n - k nodes. It foliows that if x is satisfiable then there exists a vertex 
cover in G, with at most r(2.r‘ -c) nodes; otherwise any vertex cover in G, will have 
at least r(2f - s) nodes. Thus, any approximation factor better than (2f - s)/(2’ - c) 
would be sufficient to decide the satisfiability of x. Cl 
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In the following, the graphs G, arising from the above described construction will 
be called FGLSS graphs (in fact, the graphs arising from the FGLSS reduction are the 
complement of the ones defined here). 
The best current non-approximability result for MIN VERTEX COVER is achieved by 
showing that NP C FPCPt_,a.~+Jlog,2,3] for any E>O [22]. This implies that it is 
NP-hard to 1.166-approximate MIN VERTEX COVER. 
3. Switchers 
As described in the Introduction, our technical goal is to replace complete bipartite 
graphs with sparse bipartite graphs which preserve a sufficiently good “connectivity” 
property. In what follows we will define this particular kind of graphs and we will 
show its existence and how to generate them deterministically. 
Definition 6 (Switcher). Let E be a positive number. A bipartite graph G = (vi, Vz, E) 
is an (ni,nz,s)-switcher if the following holds: 
(1) l~ll=nl> /Vzl=nz; 
(2) for any vertex cover C of G, either jV1 - C/ <c/C] or /VZ - C/ <a/C/. 
Roughly speaking, a switcher is such that any of its vertex covers has to choose 
almost all the nodes in at least one component. It is worth noting that a bipartite 
complete graph over components of size ni and n2 is an (ni, nz, O)-switcher. As will 
be shown later, bipartite complete graphs are used in the proof of Theorem 5 because 
of their perfect switching properties. In the next section we shall show that, essentially, 
constant-degree switchers uffice. 
In order to construct switchers, it is useful to restate Property (2) in a different way. 
Let I be any independent set in G, let A = Vi fl I and B = V2 n 1. Then property (2) is 
equivalent o asking that either 
IA/<sfI~11 + IV21 - IAl - IBI), or lBlda(/P~/ + I~z/ - I4 - IBl). 
If we consider the counte~ositive version of the latter statement, we have that property 
(2) holds if and only if for any subset A C Vi and for any subset B C V2 such that 
IAl, IS/ >e(~ + 122 - WI + PI)>, 
there is at least one edge in E joining a node in A with a node in B. This turns out 
to be an expansion property: switchers are, indeed, a generalization of OR dispersers. 
Definition 7 (OR disperser, Sipser [32]). An (ni,~, &)-disperser is a bipartite graph 
G = (VI, Vz,E) such that I VI / = q, 1 V21 = n2, and for any subsets A L V,, B C V2 such 
that /A[ 3 EPZI and [BI 3 ~22, there is at least one edge having an endpoint in A and 
an endpoint in B. 
Proposition 8. An (nl,nz, a/(1 + &))-OR disperser is also un (n,,n2, z)-switcher. 
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Proof. Let G = (Vi, V2,E) be an (ni,nz, a/( 1 + a))-OR disperser, and let A C VI and 
B & V, be such that 
IAl >E(HI + n2 - (IAl + IBI)), IBI >&Cm + 122 - (IAl + IBI)). 
Since IBI<n2, it follows that lA[>~(n~ - IAl), that is, 
IAl>L 
1 + ail’, 
Similarly, we can show that 
IBIaL 
1 + sn2. 
Consequently, G is an (ni,nz,s)-switcher. 0 
Lemma 9 (Randomized construction of switchers). A constant c>O exists such that 
for any 0 <E < 1, for any k > c( l/s) log( l/s) and for any nl, n2, 2k-everywhere sparse 
(nl,nz,E)-switchers with at most k(q +n2) edges can be constructed in random poly- 
nomial time. 
Proof. It sufficient to show how to construct a 2k-everywhere sparse (nl,nz,y)-OR 
disperser where y = E/( 1 + E) BE/~. We randomly construct a bipartite graph in the 
following way. Consider two vertex sets V, and V, where I VI I = n1, I V21= n2, and 
n1 >nz. Then for any vertex u of VI we choose at random [(k- l)(ni +nz)/nl] elements 
of V2 and we correct u to them. Notice that in this way there can be multiple edges: 
in this case they can be replaced by a simple edge without affecting the rest of the 
proof. This construction ensures that 
IEI G(k - l>(w + n2) + n1 <k(n, + n2). 
For any vertex pair (vi, 212) E VI x V2, we have that 
Pr[(vl,v2)EE] >(k- I)=. 
We now provide an upper bound on the probability that the random graph G = (VI, V2, 
E) is not an (nl,nz,y)-OR disperser. This probability will be denoted as Pr[no- 
disperser]. It is not hard to prove that 
Using Stirling’s approximation for the binomial coefficient and the inequality (1 -x) < 
e-’ (x >O), we obtain the following inequalities: 
Pr[no_disperser] < (!!$~‘(!!?~‘(1 _ (kp1~~::+n2)~‘:“’ 
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If we introduce the condition Pr [no-disperser] <c;.~(“I+“~) then we have that 
y(nt +n2)( 1 - logy - Y(k - l))< - ;+z, fn2). 
That is, 
To show that the resulting graphs are 2k-everywhere sparse, we note that the nodes 
in the component Y, have degree at most k(ral + n~),/q 62k. Thus, given any set 
W = WI U rY, of nodes (where Wi = Vi n W for i = 1,2), it follows that the number of 
edges in the subgraph induced by W is at most 2kl WI I< 2kl W 1. 0 
We shall now consider a dete~inistic const~ction that makes use of Ramanujan 
graphs [26,29J. This will be used to prove non-approximabiiity results for graphs with 
bounded degree under the assumption that P # NP. 
Lemma 10 (Deterministic construction of switchers). A constant c>O exists such 
that, fbr any 0 < 8 < 1 and any IZ, , n2, an (nt , nz, ~)-s~~i~~h~~ with maximum degree 
k ~~(n,+n~)~(rnin{~,,n2~~~) exists and is cuns~~cta~~e in po~y?t~rnia~ time. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show how to construct an (nl, nz,r)-OR disperser with max- 
imum degree k and ‘/ = E/( I + e) 2 s/2. Let nmin = min{nl, Q} and G be a d-regular 
Ramanujan expander with n nodes, where nl fn2 <n<4(ni +n2), and 128(nl+n2)/ 
n,,,ll’<d6512(nl+nz)/n~2’” (such a graph exists and is const~ct~ble in polynomial 
time 1261). The second largest eigenvalue of G is at most 2Jd’?--i. It is well known 
(see e.g. [29, Exercise 6.271) that in a d-regular graph, if we let I, be the second largest 
eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix, then the number of edges connecting A and B is 
at least 
Let us now consider any two sets A,B such that IAl 3ynl and /Bl >yz2. 
We have that 
_ 2 
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3 0. 
Let now Vi and V2 be two disjoint sets of nodes of G such that 1 VI I= nl and 1 V2 /= n2. 
Let G’ be the bipartite subgraph of G induced by the components VI and V2: clearly, 
G’ is an (~i,nz, y)-OR disperser (and thus an (~,,~2,&)-switcher) and its maximum 
degree is O((ni +n~>,/(n,i,c~)). q 
4. Hardness results 
Theorem 11 (Non-approximabili~ of MN VERTEX COVER-B). Let us assume that NP 
C FPCP,,[log, f, q]. Then for any t: > 0 a constant 3 = O(q4/e3) exists such that it is 
NP-hard to (1 - E + (c - s)/(2f - c))-approximate the Mm VERTEX COVER problem on 
graphs with maximum degree B. 
Proof. Let x be an instance of SAT, let us consider the FGLSS graph G, = ( V,, Ez) and 
let / V,l = n. This graph has the following characterization. Let E be the length of the 
proof accessed by the verifier; for any i = 1 , . . . ,I, let z[i] be the ith bit of the proof 7c, 
and let U[i] (respectively, Z[i]) be the set of nodes of the graph corresponding to 
accepting configurations in which Ic[i] is accessed and its value is 1 (respectively, its 
value is 0). Let also u[i] = iU[i]] and z[i] = /Z[i]]. Finally, let $) (respectively, zj”) 
be the jth element of U[i] (respectively, of Z[i]) in lexicographic order. Given two 
configurations (vertices) u and u, there is an edge between u and u if and only if they 
are inconsistent, that is, if and only if for some i they read the same bit 7c[i] and expect 
it to have different values. Then, we can characterize the edge set of G,. 
Claim 12. 
,l& =L: (J {(&) (k) 
I Yzi 1: (j?Q E &i],Z[i]}, 
i=l 
(1) 
where, for any nj and 82, rC,,.,; is the edge set of the bipartite complete graph ~~Iith 
vertex components {1,. . . , nl} and { 1,. . . , ~12). 
Observe that the sets in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are not disjoint but any node u 
of V, belongs to at most q sets U[i],Z[i]. 
Proof. By definition, two accepting configurations are inconsistent if and only if they 
both access the ith bit (for a certain i) of the proof and get different answers. It easily 
follows that the edge set of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is precisely the edge set 
of G,. Cl 
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We can thus see E, as the union of bipartite complete graphs, i.e. graphs with the 
best possible switching properties. We shall now show that, indeed, constant degree 
switchers are sufficient. 
Let y be a constant to be fixed later such that l/y = O(q/E). Let I be the set of bits i 
such that min{u[i],z[i]} >y(u[i] +z[i]). For any IZI and for any n2, let S,,,_,, be the set 
of edges of an (nl , ~22, y )-switcher (we assume that the vertex sets are { I,. _ . , nl } and 
{l,..., Q}). We define a graph G: = (V,, E:) with the same vertex set of G, and with 
edge set 
E’ = u {(u!~),$~) X I 1 1: (.i~ k) E &[i].z[l] I- 
ItI 
Lemma 10 implies that, for any i E I, we can construct a (u[iJ, z[i], y)-switcher with 
degree bounded by 
O((u[i] + z[i])/min{u[~l,z[~l}~*) = 0(llY3). 
Since any node belongs to at most q sets U[i], .Z[i], and we assumed that y=O(&/q), 
it follows that G: has degree bounded by O(q4/E3). 
We shall now show how to convert any vertex cover for G: into a “slightly larger” 
vertex cover for G,. 
Claim 13. Given a vertex cover C’ in Gi we can derive in polynomial time u vertex 
cover C in G, such that ICI < IC’ I( 1 + qy) + qyn. 
Proof. For any i, let M[i] be the set of minimum size between U[i] and Z[i] and 
define C” = U, 4 I Z[i]. From the definition of I, it follows that 
lC”/ <Cy(u[i] + z[il)dqyn. 
i$/ 
Notice that, for any i 4 I, C” covers all the edges having one endpoint in U[i] and 
one in Z[i]. Moreover, for any i E I, let C’[i] = C’ n (U[i] U Z[i]) and let L[i] be the 
smallest of the sets U[i] - C’[i] and Z[i] - C’[i]. The switching property of graph 
S”ti],,l;] used in the definition of G: implies that lL[i]] 5 yIC’[i]l. By definition of L[i], 
we have that C’[i] U L[i] covers all the edges having one endpoint in U[i] and one in 
Z[i]. It then follows that 
c = c” u b (C’[i] u L[i]) 
/=I 
is a vertex cover for G,, and we have that 
ICI ~ JC’J 6qw + c IC[i]l - IC’[i]I 6qyn + qy(C’I, 
i 
where n=r2f. 0 
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If x is not satisfiable, then 
1 
opt(G:)> __ opt(G,)- y2f'qr3r(2f -s> l - - 
1+q3' 1 fq;, 
Furthermore, G: is an edge-subgraph of G,, thus any vertex cover for G, is also a 
vertex cover for G-i. It follows that if x is satisfiable, then 
opt(G,i)<opt(G~r)<r(2t’ -c). 
By letting y be sufficiently small (but such that l/y = O(q/c)), the theorem follows. 0 
Remark 14 (An Application to MAX INDEPENDENT SET). Given a graph G = (V,E), 
the MAX INDEPENDENT SET problem is to find an independent set I, i.e. a subset I C V 
such that there is no edge between its elements, of maximum cardinality. It is well 
known that the complement of an independent set is a vertex cover and vice versa. 
From Theorem 5 (as proved in [ 14]), we have that if NP C FPCP,;,,[log,f, q] then it 
is NP-hard to approximate MAX INDEPENDENT SET within any factor smaller than c/s. 
The proof of Theorem 11 implies that under the same assumption it is NP-hard to 
approximate MAX INDEPENDENT SET within c/(s + c) even when restricted to graphs of 
maximum degree poly( I/~,q,2,1). Using H&tad’s result [22] (but it would suffice to 
use the result in [4]) we can derive that a constant r-:>O exists for which it is NP-hard 
to approximate MAX INDEPENDENT SET within B” in graphs of maximum degree B. The 
latter result was proved in [l], however, our proof is different and it probably yields a 
better extimation of c. 
Using the same technique applied in the proof of Theorem 11 we can prove the 
following result. The main difference with respect to the proof of Theorem 11 is that 
this time we use sparse switchers whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 9. 
Theorem 15. Let us assume that NP C FPCP,,[log,f,q]. Then for any c >O a con- 
stant k = 0((q2/c) log q/E) exists such that the MIN VERTEX COVER problem restricted 
to everylvhere k-sparse graphs is not (1 - i-: + (c - ~)/(2~ - c))-approximable unless 
NP = co-RP. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 11, the only difference being the 
use of better switchers. For any i, we, indeed, use the efficient randomized construc- 
tion given in Lemma 9 to obtain an everywhere k/q-sparse (u[i],z[i],r)-switcher with 
k/q = 0((1/1/)logl/y). Observe that the whole construction succeeds with very high 
probability. It follows that G_L is everywhere k-sparse where k = O(q( lly) log l/y), that 
is, k = O((q2/c) logq/s). We can now repeat the same analysis as in the proof of 
Theorem 11. 0 
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Our techniques also yield results regarding the approximability of the MIN VERTEX 
COVER problem on graphs having a non-linear number of edges. 
An interesting consequence of Theorem 11 is the fact that any lower bound proved 
with the PCP technique for the MIN VERTEX COVER problem on general graphs extends 
without uny loss to graphs with maximum degree bounded by any (thus even very 
slow) increasing function. 
Corollary 16 (of Theorem 11). Let h : Z+ --f Z+ he a computable function such that 
lim, h(n) = CQ, /et NP c FPCP,;,Y[log, f, q]. Then for uny E > 0 the MEN VERTEX COVER 
problem restricted to graphs with maximum degree h(n) is NP-hard to approximutr 
lilithin 1 - E + (c - s)/(2f - c). 
Proof. For any E > 0, Theorem 11 implies that a constant B,, exists such that the MIN 
VERTEX COVER problem is NP-hard to approximate within 1 - I: + (c - s)/(2/ ~ c) 
when restricted to graph with maximum degree B,:. It is clear that the MIN VERTEX 
COVER problem restricted to graphs with maximum degree B,: is reducible to the MIN 
VERTEX COVER problem restricted to graphs with maximum degree h(n). Indeed, the 
two problems just differ on a finite number of instances. 0 
The restriction to dense instances (i.e. graphs with n(n2) edges) of optimization 
graph problems often admits an efficient approximation scheme [3] (see also [2] on 
parallel approximation) even if the general problem is hard to approximate. We note, 
however, that this is not the case of MIN VERTEX COVER. 
Theorem 17. The MIN VERTEX COVER problem restricted to dense gruphs is APX- 
complete. In purticular, jbr any ~>0 there exists a constant r > 1 (depending on E) 
such thut it is NP-hard to r-upproximate the MIN VERTEX COVER problem restricted 
to graphs such thut any node has degree at least EIVI. 
Proof. Let G, = (V,, &) be the FGLSS graph as derived in the proof of Theorem 5 
and let n = / P’1. For any c > 0, let a = E/( 1 - E). Consider the clique K,, and define 
G: = (F’:,E_[) as follows. k’: is the disjoint union of the set of vertices of G, and 
of K,,, and E_t includes all the edges of G, and of K,, plus edges between any node 
of K,, and all nodes of G,Y. Let N =(a + l)lV,( be the number of vertices in Gi.. It is 
easy to see that G_i has minimum degree at least xn > EN. Moreover, 
opt(G,) + 4V,I - 1 GwW:NxWx) + xlY,I, (2) 
indeed, any vertex cover for G,: must include at least all the nodes of the clique K,, 
but one and a vertex cover for G,; on the other hand, adding all the nodes of K,, to 
any vertex cover of G, yields a vertex cover of Gi. The results of [6] imply that a 
constant r > 1 exists such that it is NP-hard to r-approximate MIN VERTEX COVER even 
when restricted to graphs G., where opt(G_Y) = Q(n). Combining this fact, Eq. (2) and 
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the fact that G: has minimum degree EN, we can then derive that a constant r’ > I 
exists such that approximating MIN VERTEX COVER within Y’ is NP-hard even when 
restricted to graphs with N vertices and minimum degree EN. 
Using Theorem 5 in [25] we obtain that the MIN VERTEX COVER problem is 
APX-complete with respect to the AP-reducibility even when restricted to dense 
graphs. 0 
Note that inserting a large clique provides a non-approximability result only because 
FGLSS graphs are such that the minimum vertex cover always has R(n) nodes, which is 
not true in general. In particular, the same technique does not provide an approximation- 
preserving reduction from the general MIN VERTEX COVER problem to its restriction over 
dense graphs. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have provided new hardness results on the approximation of MIN 
VERTEX COVER when some density constraints on the input graphs are considered. 
A further motivation in determining whether or not the presence of a bound on the 
number of edges (or on the maximum degree) yields a more “tractable” restriction of 
the general problem is due to the fact that the MIN VERTEX COVER problem restricted to 
bounded maximum-degree graphs or to sparse ones (observe that we have considered 
a “strong” concept of sparse graphs) has been used as the starting problem in several 
reductions to other important problems such as the restriction of the MIN STEINER TREE 
problem to metric spaces [9] and the LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE problem over al- 
phabet with small size [23] (a problem related to DNA sequencing). For example, the 
reduction from MIN VERTEX COVER to MIN STEINER TREE shown in [9] implies a non- 
approximability result for MIN STEINER TREE that depends on the non-approximability 
ratio that one can prove for vertex cover on sparse graphs and on the sparsity of such 
graphs (and the additional condition that the sparse graphs are such that the minimum 
cover is guaranteed to be a constant fraction of the number of nodes). We computed 
the non-approximability result for MIN STEINER TREE that arises from [30,9,26,22], and 
it is about 1 + A. More generally, there is a linear relation between the hardness 
ratio that one can prove for the MAX ~-SAT problem and the consequent hardness ratio 
implied for the MIN STEINER TREE problem. On the other hand, our present results, com- 
bined with the best currently available verifier [6], give a worse hardness ratio for the 
MIN STEINER TREE problem, but the relation between the efficiency of the verifier and 
the hardness for MIN STEINER TREE is superlinear, and thus better verifiers will imply a 
larger improvement for the hardness implied by our reduction than for that implied by 
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis’ reduction. Furthermore, our results are related to the 
free-bit complexity of the verifier, and improvements on this query complexity measure 
do not imply any improvement for Papadimitriou and Yannakakis’ reduction. 
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